A thought of the day in passing . . .

Religion is an elementary school for spirituality.
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ENLIGHTENMENT______________________________________________________________________
The book; ENLIGHTENMENT, will be reprinted one page at a time on this site free and in full. For the less
patient, the book may be purchased in full from Bookstore.

ENLIGHTENMENT
By Tara

READ AT YOUR OWN RISK . . . for sincere seekers of Truth only!
(Reading may cause shock, ego death and Enlightenment.)

THE BEST GAME IN TOWN
(But not the only dream)
Segment 2

Essentially all religions are about two things; ‘how to live' and 'how it all came to be'. All of these set down
doctrines on such for the dream participants. All vie to win in a game of rulership of 'The World Mind' in
shaping the world's dream. Most, if not all, of these religions, in their functioning bodies, are in a deep sleep.
So, we have currently operative, ‘The Dream,’ within which is a current world ideology, underlain with a
multitude of subsidiary religious-dreams, followed by innumerable layers of other belief groupings. These are
Cultural beliefs, shaped by ancestry, geography and shared history; Political beliefs, formed by birth and
personal propensities; Peer beliefs, based on ones placement in time and growth progression; and lastly,
Personal beliefs, formed out of one's personal psychology, accepted ideas, and image of self in relationship to
others and life. All this running concurrently, synchronically, like gears in a great cosmic clock . . . and every
individual is simultaneously playing in great numbers of them.
All these beliefs are ideas . . . merely Ideas . . . that exist in the mind and all are 'believed as true' and actually
taken to be reality. Hmmm. Think of that! Never mind that they may not all agree, or even make good sense.
'The Dream' is a bewitchment of the dreamers. In their sleep and believing their dreaming to be real, they
completely forget their 'True Reality'.
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